X Resort
Scope of Work
Stage 1
item1
Noted. No adverse affect to our ceiling design.

item9

TN: Understood. Great.

This huge ceiling drop is a very big impact to our reception space. We afraid there is no proper time for us to come up with a good

item2

height.

I do not get your point—the eye-view now is indirectly already. I try my best to make the access more hidden, please see attached

TN: The ceiling height of the reception and the concierge was originally three meters, then we asked to Yasui to modify it to seven

solution to it. Could we all discuss on this with Yasui? I believe there is some way to deal the mech. space instead of crop off the

o
o

o

The client brief was received and the liaising between the
Hong Kong based interior designer and client began.
The acknowledgment of possible restrictions and
legislations that follow Japanese codes of conduct may
change designs.
Project budget discussed and initialized.

revised layout.

meters. Please refer the other attached which is sent you from Kayo on 25th of September for checking the history.

TN: Yes, we understand that it is revised and better than the previous layout. But still visible from the lounge. Also, a door should not

If you want to raise this portion, all the slab in this span should be raised and lose the mechanical space.

be installed for the pantry entry. The goal is almost there!

We already shrank the mechanical space and raised the reception ceiling height, there is not enough extra space for the mechanical.

item3

update the proposal because we are not able to change your design after the final presentation.

If you do not mind, the reception counter is OK to be moved forward. We understand the rest of the schedule is not plenty, but please

Column finish is in lacquer paint— dry finish.
OK, we will prepare for a sample piece. We think that a final finish texture depends on the base material. If you choose a metal panel
for nine meter high column, there will be some joints vertically and horizontally. Or if you go with the concreate base, you can get rid
of the joints BUT the finish will not be so glossy because of less quality of the curve. Please consider the detail and it should match to
the rendering.

item4
What item you referring cannot be three-dimensional shape? The ceiling profile in three-dimensional is very common construction

This information was sent from Kayo on 25th of September.

CH:7000

details, I believe Japanese quality will achieve that without difficulty nowadays.
TN: We have raised the ceiling height from seven meters to nine metes by respecting your rendering. Also there is very strict structural
code for a ceiling which height is more six meters since the Tohoku/ east Japan earthquake. The code require a special framing for
the ceiling so this three dimensional shape affects “cost”, not only a technology factor. Anyway, we are verifying the details with cost
and let you know the progress.

CH:7000

item5
Noted. We will implement a frame to those glass panels.
TN: Please consider that this frame supports the glass and the frame itself.

item6&7
Is this 120 degree angle consulted from supplier? Please also let us know if there is min. distance between two doors/ sensors, and
we will further look-into the details.
TN: Correct. It is proposed by a supplier. Even the supplier never had this experience before. They concerns that a diagonal shape
gives fear to people who are approaching. The reasons of 120 degree idea is not only based on the details but also a psychological
effect to reduce fear. Off course, it is up to you to keep current proposal or find other options. Please study very much and finalize it.
We will double check with the supplier for dimensions.

item8
Noted. Please provide us the dimension and distance of each elements.
TN: The glass mullion is 400x50mm for now. Glass width is 1595mm.

Stage 2
o
o
o

o

Initial design concepts received by interior design firm.
Adjustments to these designs were made to meet local
regulations and standards set by the local authority.
Reviewing of intended costs for project against initial project
budget in Stage 1. Any discussions made were to be shared
amongst all relevant parties.

見た目はこんな感じです。（インターネットより）
連絡先

ABのサンプルボード写真です。ガラスで裏打ちしてあります。オニキスみたいな感じでした。

Maintaining regular communication between all international

Communication process

parties through means such as video conferencing.
o

Project brief finalised.

Stage 3
o

Final adjustments made to design in regards local health and
safety regulations and standards.

o

Keeping client, interior designer and local authority in constant
update to any changes made during this stage of design.

o

Review of costs and budget vital throughout this stage.

o

Review and update Project Plan.

LIVING

ROOM

RENDERING

Living Room render

Stage 4
o

Full coordination between technical and electrical team, consultants and architect to produce full
package of final drawings.

o

FFE drawings collaborated and finalised.

o

Packages prepared and submitted for building regulations and local authority submission.

